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MISSION The historian, Ralph Gabriel, contends that throughout their history, American s
OF

	

have been confident that it was their destiny, their mission, their duty, t o
AMERICA carry the message of democracy to the rest of the world . In America they were

creating a citadel of democracy to serve as a beacon for all mankind . Comment-
ing upon Gabriel's thesis, Thomas Bonner, Duane Hill, and George L . Wilber wrote :

"Thus, ours has been a history of promise and hope, one in which men envisioned a
bright, glorious future not just for themselves but for all mankind . President Lincoln
spoke for all Americans, living and dead, when he affirmed that the Declaration of Inde-
pendence meant ha ppiness and freedom 'not alone to the people of this country, but hop e
for the world for all future time .' Here a beloved leader expressed a supreme value fo r
all Americans, a confidence in history and in themselves, a faith to live by . It was a
dream, a beautiful dream, the American dream ."

-- The Contemporary World, pp. 162-163

BUT :

	

"More and more we find it necessary to prove to other nations that we believe i n
the democracy we attempt to sell ."

-- D . C . Thompson, The Negro Leadership Class, p .5.

WE ARE

	

Radio Moscow calls the dogs, firehoses, brutality, and jails "a part of th e
IN

	

American Way of Life . "

TROUBLE Uganda's Prime Minister, Milton Obote, calling for an end to white rule in
Africa, by force if necessary, also lashed out at racials :egregation in Alabama.

In a letter to President Kennedy he said an iron curtain was being drawn over Alabama ,
where Negroes suffered "most inhuman treatment . "

-- Christian Science Monitor, May 25, 1963 .

The Waco Times-Herald, (June 17, 1963) carried the following headline over an Asso-

ciated Press story : "Racial Violence Boon to Reds ." The story, by William L . Ryan, said :
"Racial violence in the United States gives the world's Communists a golden harvest o f

propaganda." Communists are telling people throughout the world that events in the Unite d

States prove "that the claims of American freedom and democracy are fraudulent, that Amer-
ican leaders are hypocrites, that American 'ruling circles' secretly plot brutal suppres-
sion of minorities ." The article then reported activities in Communist countries in re -

action to the reports of racial difficulties in the United States . (Remember, Waco is in

Texas! )

THE SIGNIFICANCE "In the United States . . . racial discrimination has seriously corrode d
OF RACIALISM

	

the vitality of democratic ideals . . . the race issue in the United State s
may ultimately decide the fate of the democr tic way of life at hom e

and abroad .
-- William Ebenstein, Today's Isms, p. 111 . _

"Throughout history, the danger of revolution has been as potent a factor in defendin g
or jeopardizing national interests as has been the danger of war ." One demand of world
revolution has been for "equality before the law, as against personal law," and such revo-
lutions have been directed against undemocratic rule .

-- Sidney Lens, Revolution and Cold War, passim .

REVOLUTION "By revolution we refer to that process by which existing institutions whic h
IN THE

	

have outlived their usefulness, or which can no longer be accepted, are de -
UNITED

	

stroyed and replaced by new ones . The essence of revolution is the coming
STATES

	

into action of masses of people . . . "

-- Tom Kahn, Unfinished Revolution, p . 38 .

"A revolution is unfurling -- America's unfinished revolution . It is unfurling in,
lunch counters, buses, libraries and schools -- wherever the dignity and potential of man
are denied. Youth and idealism are unfurling . Masses of Negroes are marching onto the
stage of history and demanding their freedom now?s' '

-- A. Philip Randolph .

EQUALITY IS "Democracy, let us remember, has a fundamental commitment to equality in th e
PfRT OF THE best and most realistic senses of that word : to equality before the law ,
DEMOCRATIC

	

equality of political voice, equality in constitutional rights, equality o f
WAY OF LIFE opportunity, and equality of consideration . Somehow we must push farthe r

and faster than we have in the past -- through education, persuasion, example ,
and, where necessary, force of law -- to honor this commitment . Somehow we must eliminate
the sordid or timid techniques of unequal treatment that still leave millions outside th e
circle of first-class citizenship in which most Americans are privileged to go about thei r

affairs . While America is not a guaranty of success, it is a promise of opportunity ; and



we have no more pressing task in the decade before us than to see that the promise is mad e
in good faith to all who live among us .

"If this means that some men must renounce old privileges in order that other men ma y
enjoy new liberties, then that is the way the knife of democratic aspiration will have t o

	

cut . . ."

	

-- Clinton Rossiter, "The Democratic Process," Goals for Americans, pp . 74-75 :

"Needless barriers inevitably create and constantly multiply bitterness against a sys -
tem which not only tolerates but ensures frustration . . . .

"The historical record shows that it is when people start to ascend in the scale o f
life that they become impatient to rise faster . We have reason to be thankful that, thus
far, action is non-violent, that the new leaders counsel peaceful measures . . . .

"A current phrase .. . is the , revolution of rising expectations . , The powerful tides
that have swept over -- and dissolved -- empires are dominated by people of color . It may
be said that many new nations are not 'ready , for freedom . But the deficiency is not of
their own making, and is swept aside . That accounts for the bitterness at imperialism .
After colored Asia has been made independent, when Africa, 'the Black Continent,' is being
released from colonialism, when tides of freedom are sweeping the world, they will surely
wash our shores. Negroes know that men of color are the heads of almost half the nation s
in the United Nations . They know that many--perhaps most---of them have spent time in priso n
or in exile because they pressed for liberty .

"All history and observable current dynamics show that a world in revolution -- indus-
trial, agricultural, scientific, political, and social -- will not continue to tolerat e

denial of unalienable rights . It is all very well to counsel patience, but it was sai d
long ago that 'hope deferred maketh the heart sick .' Patience with progress there can be ,
but none with efforts to block change . Stubborn refusal to move with the times and conced e
justice long denied will only multiply and magnify dangers, leave needless wounds it wil l
take generations to heal . . . .

"It comes with ill grace to complain that peaceful sit-ins and other non-violent act s
violate piddling city ordinances and state laws cunningly devised to condemn a race to in-
ferior status and deny it equality . Those who make the complaint do not come into cour t
with clean hands . They have themselves helped nullify the Fourteenth Amendment of the Con-
stitution . They have made decisions of the Supreme Court a mockery .

"But for defiance of our basic law and its acknowledged interpretation, in the Nort h
as well as in the South, by private individuals and by public bodies, many of the ills from
which we suffer today would have been avoided, and others reduced to negligible proportions .
Until the Declaration of Independence is taken to mean what it says, until the salute to th e
flag is not uttered with tongue in cheek, until the plain intent of the Constitution is no t
defied, talk of need for 'law and order' is sheerest hypocrisy . "

-- Henry M. Wriston, "The Individual," Goals for Americans, pp . 44-46 .

EVERYBODY "To be a Negro in Birmingham, Alabama, is like being in a concentration camp

	

WANTS

	

without bars . The atmosphere is oppressive . You are humiliated daily by sign s

	

FREEDOM

	

which say only white people can drink water here, only white people can wor k

here, only white people can see this movie, only white people can eat here, onl y

white people can use this rest room . Your whole life is limited by things over which you

have no control, and it makes you mad . Negroes have always been mad . They have always re-

volted against these conditions . They have always sought Freedom. But . . . never before has

there been any possibility of achieving it . The mere sign of discontent brought the iro n

hand of police authority down on one's neck .

"Now the non-violent movement under the leadership of Martin Luther King has given th e
Negro an acceptable way of protesting which allows him to find creative channels for doin g
something about this situation . As a result, young people who are tired of being pushe d
around and stepped on by society are getting together to remake that society in such a wa y
that everyone will have an equal opportunity, and a life free from oppression . The non-
violent movement is rooted in our Christian heritage . It is based on a faith that the worl d
is a part of God's moral order and that when evil is exposed, there are forces within th e
world that will seek to root it out . "

-- Rev . Andrew J . Young, "Everybody Wants Freedom," Youth, June 23, 1961, p. 8 .
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